Introduction and Motivation
Recent neutrino induced elastic and deep inelastic neutral current data are in agreement with expectations based on the simple SU(2) xU (1) gauge model of 2] . The Weinberg angle Bw is shown to be slightly less than 30'.
The motivation of the present paper is to investigate the following questions:
1. Whether sin20 w 3 $ has special physical meaning?
2. Are there possibilities other than SU(2) xU(l)?
The requirements for the new model to be constructed are:
1. It gives the same observable results as the Weinberg-Salam model in the low energy range.
2. There might be some predictions different from the usual SU(2) xU(1) model, which can be tested in the near future.
3. The model is right-left symmetrical before spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The model is anomaly free.
It will be shown in the present paper that such possibility indeed exists for gauge group SU(3) xU(1) in which the value of sin2ew cannot 1 exceed z.
In this model a global U (1) Table I . We now define operators Ii ^cE) by (2.1) where E commutes with ii and satisfies the relation E 2=1. One easily "(E) n verifies that the Lie algebra for Ii are the same as that for I..
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Four possible choices for E: E=+l, -1, y 5' -y5 will be used below.
They are denoted simply by +, -, 5, -5 respectively.
The first choice for a and cx listed in Table I 
The covariant derivatives for the fermions are easily constructed. and (3.2) as 
where (y,k) = yPkv, Sp means trace for Dirac matrices and tr means trace for matrices in SU (3) xU (1) 
The factor C4 + is5 c1 + is2 All of them will be heavy Higgs bosons, since the Higgs potential has no additional higher global symmetry, no pseudo-goldstone appears after spontaneous breaking of symmetry. In other words, for given <@A>o and <oy>,, all degeneracy on the minimum of V are removed. + fBuVB -fAuVA >( gWL2/3 -2/3 2/3 l/6 l/6 + Ll/6R1/6 (5.10)
The charged fermions with SW = l/2 and 7/6 are made light while those with SW = -l/2 and l/6 very heavy by means of suitable combination of "f"s and 'V's . In addition, we assume that the coupling constants for $9 ill; and uh are much larger than those for JI,, $ and u to make the 9 masses of charged components of +k, $i and u h very heavy. Thus the lgiht fermions remaining after spontaneous symmetry breaking are
' We note that there are four massless neutrinos appearing in the present model. However, as will be discussed below, there is no contradiction in comparison with experiments.
The charges and the weak strangeness of all bosons are given in Table II .
The mass terms of the vector gauge bosons are easily derived from From (5.14) and (5.15) we obtain:
(1) The photon field
is massless as required. (1) There exist three kind of charged leptons with various masses and one may identify them as e, n and T.
(2) There are three neutrinos corresponding to three charged leptons respectively. All neutrinos are massless. There are nine parameters appearing in the 3 x 3 unitary matrix U.
Owing to the arbitrariness of relative phases, five of them can be removed by suitable choice of relative phases among these six states.
The remaining matrix with four parameters is the well-known KobayashiMaskawa general expression of Cabibbo mixing. Therefore, for quark:
(1) Both ui and di get masses by Higgs mechanism in contrast to neutrinos which are massless.
(2) In general, ui and di will not diagonalized simultaneously, it leads to the Cabibbo mixing.
with -27-The Cabibbo mixing can be described by a 3~ 3 unitary matrix with four parameters.
Of course, all above discussions is easy to extend into the case more generations of fermions.
Summary and Several Remarks
In the previous sections we proposed an electro-weak model in
The main results of this model can be summarized as:
(1) The nature is left-right symmetrical before spontaneous symmetry breaking. The left-right asymmetry is caused by the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
(2) This model is anomaly free exactly. According to this theorem, Cp (3) has an unique fourth order invariant and @(6) has two.
In the present model four Higgs multiplets are introduced. Their properties are listed in following Table: (3) @A In the present model we select c' > 0 for @ = QA and @' = @Y in order to make the minimum to take place at different components for In the case of b' =0, the minimum takes place at tr @+Q = a/2b and is degenerate for all six components of 0.
A coupling term (A.81 can be adopted to remove the degeneracy. 
